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London Container Terminal  

VBS Charges schedule  2016 

With effect of January 1st 2016 the VBS charges will be as outlined  below. 

Booking Charges 

London Container Terminal has recently introduced its new VBS System. In line with the development and 

running costs the booking charges will be increased to £1.00 from the current .80p.    

Current Booking Fee -  £0.80       New Booking Fee -  £1.00 

No Show Penalty Charges 

Penalty charges are applied to discourage misuse of the system and are aimed at fairly providing all users the 

opportunity to attain VBS bookings slots. 

Current NO SHOW fee - £30.00      New NO SHOW  Fee -  £30.00 

No Shows 

There will be no increase in the No Show fee on January 1
st

 2016, it will remain at £30.00 

On the transition to London Container Terminal’s new Vehicle Booking System the ’No Show’ penalties were  

separated into three categories providing clarity on the source of their ‘No Show’ penalties and allowing LCT to 

better monitor the way the system was being used. 

The principle of no show charges on the transition to the New VBS remained identical to the previous VBS 

system and no additional charges were introduced.         

The old VBS consolidated all NO SHOW charges in to one category whereas the New VBS separates them into  

three distinct categories as follows:- 

‘No Show’ Booking 

Generated when the Booking Slot is used but a truck doesn’t show up for the booking with in the Booking Slot 

Time.  (This situation was previously captured in old system and identified as   ‘No Show’) 

Note: to avoid this charge please ensure you manage these bookings and ‘Cancel’ or ‘Move’ them well in 

advance 

‘No Show Cancel’ Booking:- 

When a Booking is ‘Cancelled’, the booking slot is made available for a new Booking to be made.  If no new 

booking is made then the cancelled booking is subject to a penalty.  (This situation was previously captured in 

old system and identified as   ‘No Show’) 
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‘No Show Swap’ Booking- 

Essentially the same as ‘No Show Cancel’ however the booking cancellation is generated through a Booking 

Swap in which one of the bookings is modified removing all containers from it.  (This situation was previously 

captured in old system and identified as   ‘No Show’) 

Note: to minimise potential for the penalties for ‘No Show Cancel’ and ‘No Show Swap’, cancelling the booking 

at the earliest opportunity will maximise the potential for another booking to be made (by any haulier) and 

remove the penalty fee 

New Penalty Charge for 2016 

Late Move Penalty- 

From January 1
st

 2016 London Container Terminal will introduce a new penalty charge to assist in enforcing 

better use of the Vehicle Booking System and ensure all our users receive improved service levels. 

The new charge that is being introduced to further help in discouraging practices that go against providing fair 

opportunity for all VBS users to gain the opportunity to attain VBS bookings slots. 

January 1st  2016      -  £10.00 

How the Late Move Penalty will work 

Whenever a Booking is moved to a new Booking Slot, the original booking slot is cancelled (shown as ‘Cancel 

Move) and a new booking created in the new Booking Time Slot with a new VBS number. 

It has been noticed that the capability to move bookings in this manner isn’t being used properly by some 

users resulting in a significant wastage of Booking Slots which others could have made good use of.   Therefore 

to encourage this and have improved use of this capability a penalty charge is being introduced on a similar 

basis to the ‘No Show Cancel’ and ‘No Show Swap’ concept 

If a Booking is moved leaving a Booking Slot available in the previous Booking Time slot then if a new booking 

isn’t made before the end of the Booking Slot then a ‘Late Move Penalty’ will be charged.  If a Booking is made 

then no penalty charge will be made. 

Note: to minimise potential for the penalty charge, moving the booking at the earliest opportunity will 

maximise the potential for another booking to be made and free the liability for the penalty fee 

 


